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ception. Fine sand .was strewn on
must I still live dn, enduring, loath. ceived a line
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tar preferable.
Oh, my friendl return—that
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' Where Bridge Helpa Charity.
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aerer marry a man you do not love!" she waB dethe world."-—Baltimore American.
The Russians are the greatest card upon which were a pencil and paper.
"There, there!'• I said, «'you muat ceived a n d
players in the world. Last year they Tbe fakir carefully laid a piece of
a o t talk or think in this wild way. blinded b y
Song of the Shirt.
spent over 2,000,000 rubles (£200,?00) wood upon the sand, and announced
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asleep, while I Bat thinking' of the icartlesa vilmarried Wo."
circumstance to the slop-shop system of the manufacture was only 300,000.
arrange revelation—wrung
from aln and had deserted her; and that of the English capital. Hood and a The cai«s used by the Imperial fam- mediately copied upon the sand the is to try to reach and to reclaim some
tnoea parched and pallid lips by n her grief and despair she was led party of friends discovered two ily—the czar is a capital whist player most complicated and twisted figures of the 30,000- or more homeless and
weakness and disgust of life, on iy her own mother to the altar like a young women, daughters of Major —are made of the finest linen rags that Jacolllot drew. When the fallen men who live in the Bowery
the brink of the grave, but nevber be- narytr to the stake, loving you Reynolds of the Fifth West India with a water mark of the Imperial Frenchman stopped writing the piece Lodging Houses. The Bowery of Nsw
fore, I afterwards found, disclosed 'lone, fondly and truly all the time?" regiment, utterly unprovided' tor at eagle and crown. The czar and court of wooa also came to a standstill.
The fakir stoou at a distance against York is the home or mecca o f the
to mortal ear.
lerorted her; and that In her grief his death, trying to preserve tbelr used 1,200 packs last year, which cost a wall, while Jacolllot laid the paper drift-wood of hmmanity from all parts
When Bho was well enough to alt md despair she Was led by her own existence by making shirts for a slop- 11,000 rubles.—London Tattler.
and pencil in tsuch a way that the In- of the whole world. Our Divine Mas«p and we were alone one day, she mother to the altar like a martyr to. shop at three cents each. Public atdian could not possibly see what he ter and Redeemer has aaid: "The
Demand For Horses.
told me the whole story; though but 'he stake, loving you alone, fondly tention was drawn to the case, and a
a as Inscribing,—Harper's Weekly. Son of Man i s come to seek and to
for that unguarded revelation, she *nd truly all the time?"
There is a great and growing desubscription raised in their behalf.
save that whlfeh is lost" (Luke XIX—
never would..
The "Song of the Shirt" was inspired mand^tor good horses possessed of
"I would say that you had extract- by it.—-N. Y. Press.
Chamois Maker is a Magician.
proper breeding and conformation, for
Her mother, it seemed, was a wid10).
We, though unfit and a l l unMost everybody, UBes chamois and
both domestic use and export The
ow, poor, and with her daughter, tracted some of the poison from a
worthy,
are trying in our poor htraable
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man."—Washington Star,
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